You have the right to use the Library for:

When in the Library, you have the responsibility to:

1. Respect the right of others’ undisturbed use of the Library, by talking quietly and using headphones for videos or music.
2. Care for Library property by keeping your feet off the furniture.
3. Speak courteously to Library staff and follow their instructions.
4. Leave your food and non-water drinks outside the Library.
5. Use the study rooms for mature group study, and tidy the rooms after you’re finished.
6. Use your technology discerningly at recess and lunch - for study, research and learning - not for gaming.
7. Return Library resources on time, undamaged and without graffiti.
8. Ethically use Library books and online resources - only photocopy one chapter, or 10% of a book, and reference sources on which you base your assignments.
9. Consider sustainability and the environment when using the printer or photocopier.